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Volunteer Position Description 
 
Role title: Emerging Aboriginal Photographer (Volunteer) - Orange Regional Gallery 
 
Main purpose of the role: To assist and work with photographer Gary Grealy in the creation of up to 8 
photographic portraits of key figures and leaders within the local Aboriginal community.  
 
The Community Portrait Project is a six month long project being developed in partnership with 
Orange Local Aboriginal Land Council (OLALC) and Orange Regional Gallery (ORG). Gary Grealy will 
create portraits of the local Aboriginal community. The portraits will be then be shown in an exhibition at 
the Gallery, and a suite of portraits will be gifted to OLALC. 
 
What does the role involve? An emerging Aboriginal photographer will be mentored by leading 
Australian photographer Gary Grealy during the photography project. They will attend up to 8 site visits 
and portrait sessions with Gary Grealy over 6 months.  
 
Volunteers will: 

- Assist in the setup and production of the session  
- Preparation of sitters for each session 
- Assist in the site and creative story development for photographs  
- Work with Gary in the review and editing of the photographs 
- Work with Gary and the Gallery team to develop a portfolio of work 

 
When? Up to 8 days (5hr/day) spread over a six-month period. 
 
Where? Different sites across the Orange Region. To be coordinated with photography team.   
 
Support, Supervision and Training Requirements Support, supervision and training will be provided 
by Gary Grealy, Orange City Council and the project partner OLALC. Volunteers must attend all 
sessions and be willing to participate in the entire project. Selected volunteers will undergo Orange City 
Council's Corporate Volunteer Process. 
 
Requirements  

 Enthusiasm for photography (all levels of experience can apply) 
 This role is open to Aboriginal people 18 years and older from the Orange, Cabonne and 

Blayney LGAs. 
 Availability to attend all photography sessions during the six month program.  
 Volunteers will be required to follow Council’s Corporate Volunteer Process including a criminal 

background check at the project’s expense. 
 
Uniform and ID Volunteers should wear their own neat, comfortable, clothing with enclosed shoes. 
Volunteers will be issued with an identification card, which must be carried at all times during the 
sessions.   
 
What does the role offer? This role is for someone with a keen interest and passion to pursue a 
career in photography. Gary Grealy is a leading Australian photographer who has mentored emerging 
photographers who have continued with artistic and commercial careers internationally and in Australia.  
 
By being a volunteer in the photography project you’ll have an opportunity to:  
 

- Be mentored by a leading photographer and develop your photography skills 
- Develop a photography portfolio with Gary Grealy and the Gallery team 


